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Methods

Clinical Utility

Demographic variables such as body mass

index (BMI), age, sex, and lifestyle (ex.

tobacco, alcohol use, and diet) represent

confounders in gut microbiota and should be

controlled with inclusion/exclusion criteria at

screening3

Double-blind, placebo-controlled trials should

strongly consider a run-in period (14 to 28

days) prior to the administration of probiotics

to identify normal intra-individual variations in

gut microbiota1 and assess contributing

factors, such as individual diet,2 which may

help inform interpretation of study results

Recent research has demonstrated that

common placebo ingredients may affect the

microbiome;4 to account for this, clinical trial

designs should consider administering a

placebo during the run-in period to minimize

the placebo effect during supplementation

Background

• Modifications to the gut microbiome by

means of probiotic supplementation may

provide both physical and mental health

benefits across indications

• Research has demonstrated significant

temporal variation (change over time) in gut

microbiota among healthy populations, both

within and between individuals1

• This large variability has been found across

several bacterial species,2 which may be of

interest in future clinical trials on probiotics

• Controlling for confounding factors that may

exacerbate such variations is critical for

generating reliable and reproducible

comparative clinical trial results3

Objective

• To propose clinical trial design

considerations for gut health studies to

generate reproducibility of outcomes

Concept

Conclusions

Superior study designs (shown above) that

use evidence-based strategies to mitigate

variation in gut microbiota are required to

contribute to emerging evidence on

microbiome response to dietary

supplementation in healthy populations
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Assess outcomes of interest

Limit confounding at screening

Assess pre-supplementation temporal 

variation and contributing factors 

Conduct multiple study visits

Demonstrate reproducibility with 

repeated clinical trial design
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Intra-study visits may identify temporal

changes in microbiome measures (ex.

Lactobacillus acidophilus abundance)1 and

answer an important question: were the

effects of supplementation sustainable or

did they wane over time?

Reproducibility is critical to satisfy Regulator

expectations; potential confounders,

including geographical location,1 should

remain consistent between comparative

studies to generate reliable and

reproducible results
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